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Intro

Mitch: 
 Hiya, I'm Mitch. 

Isi: 
 Hello, I'm Isi. 

Mitch: 
 We want to give you a free podcast to learn English.

Isi: 
 We talk about all things English. Maybe you're thinking of moving, visiting or holidaying in

the UK. Or maybe you're just a fan of British culture. If so, then this is the podcast for you. 

Mitch: 
 We'll bring up the topics featured on our YouTube channel Easy English, where we

produce videos of authentic English from the streets. The aim of our podcast is the same, we
want you to feel confident, understanding authentic British English conversations. 

Isi: 
 We'll also talk about our life and experiences as a multinational couple living in the UK,

about our love of British pubs, small talk, music and film. And our annoyance of the British stiff
upper lip, food, and the bloody weather. I'm a German ex-pat in the UK. 

Mitch: 
 And I'm a native Brit, born in the north and now living on the South Coast with Isi and our

dog Nola. Yeah, what would people want to listen to in a trailer? Two people, one podcast. 
The Easy English podcast. 

Isi: 
 Isi was just a lonely girl going on a world travel, when she saw the white cliffs of Dover,

coming bigger and bigger. She knew... she knew that's the beginning of something... huge. Her
first stop; Eastbourne. 

Mitch: 
 That's the ferry coming in. Hello, what's your name? I'm British. 

Isi: 
 Make sure to follow the podcast to get alerted when each episode is out. And if you're an

English learner or just want to support our work... 

Mitch: 
 Then become a member of Easy English at easyenglish.video/memberships and in return,

we'll give you an interactive transcript of the episode, translated so you can understand and
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follow our conversations. 

Isi: 
 And we'd also love to hear from you. So send us your feedback, recommendations and

questions to podcast@easy english.video Now, listen to episode one. 

Mitch: 
 Here we go. 
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